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Songs of.Q: ASP.Net Web API- Have single page website with the ability to call a separate API I have a
single ASP.Net 4 Web API MVC website that serves some static content and data. It has an API

Controller to communicate with the backend data and services. When a user navigates to a specific page
they want to be able to call this API with various parameters to load specific data. I have been told the
best way to do this is to have a separate API Controller that calls the correct API Controller, and return
JSON or XML. I am very new to API Design so if this is a bad approach, please let me know. This is
my first time doing an API and I don't know which route to take. A: I created a prototype using the

Microsoft.AspNet.WebApi.Owin NuGet package. Downloaded the package (using the Web Get
Package Nuget Package command in Package Manager Console) (nuget install

Microsoft.AspNet.WebApi.Owin) Deleted all existing files in App_Start folder Created a new
WebApiConfig.cs file to get configuration from Add routes 595f342e71
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